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Climate Central is the only...
hybrid team of scientists and journalists 
communicating the facts about climate change.



Global warming is a trend.



Media Coverage is a cycle.



CO2 concentrations are a trend.



Public Understanding is poor.

44% Say Global Warming Due To 
Planetary Trends, Not People

Monday, January 19, 2009 Forty-four percent (44%) of U.S. voters now 
say long-term planetary trends are the cause 
of global warming, compared to 41% who 
blame it on human activity.



Burning fossil fuels is a trend.



Public Understanding is
Fifty-nine percent (59%) of Democrats 
blame global warming on human activity, 
compared to 21% percent of Republicans.

Monday, January 19, 2009

Fifty-nine percent (59%) of Democrats blame global warming on 
human activity, compared to 21% percent of Republicans. Two-thirds 
of GOP voters (67%) see long-term planetary trends as the cause 
versus 23% of Democrats. Voters not affiliated with either party by 
eight points put the blame on planetary trends.

polarized.



Weather 
extremes 
are

 increasing.



Public Opinion is variable.



Silver bullets are non-existent.
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The state of journalism is precarious.

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR
News You Can Endow
By DAVID SWENSEN and MICHAEL SCHMIDT
Published: January 27, 2009

“THE basis of our governments being the opinion 
of the people, the very first object should be to 
keep that right,” Thomas Jefferson wrote in 
January 1787. “And were it left to me to decide 
whether we should have a government without 
newspapers or newspapers without a 
government, I should not hesitate to prefer the 
latter.” Today, we are dangerously close to having 
a government without newspapers. Ross Macdonald



‘Wait and See’ seems

A 2007 Yale poll found majority (54%) of US 
respondents advocated a “wait and see” or “go 
slow” approach, with even larger majorities in 
India, China and Russia.

reasonable.



The strategy for Climate Central is 

local/television.
Viewers are more engaged with 
local news than most other genres.

Of respondents, 70% cite television 
as their primary source of news 
information, followed distantly by 
the Web (40%) and print 
newspapers (35%).

Online video viewing of local TV 
news content is highest—37% for 
local news vs. 31% for cable news 
and prime-time programming, 24% 
for reality TV video, and 23% for 
broadcast network news.

Frank N. Magid Associates and commissioned by Hearst-Argyle Television
Pew Research Center



Television is alive and well...
average American household 
contains 2.7 people and 2.9 
televisions

typical American watches 
142 hours of television 
monthly 

up about 5 hours from 
the year before

Internet use is about 27 
hours monthly

31% of internet use 
occurs while we’re in 
front of the television

New York Times. Sunday, Feb. 8th, 2009 



Local Affiliates...

 Top 10 TV Markets
New York
Los Angeles
Chicago
Philadelphia
Dallas/Fort Worth
San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose
Boston 
Atlanta
Washington, DC
Houston



Television

 The NewsHour with Jim Lehrer (PBS)

Initiated a series of state specific science/news reports about climate impacts, adaptation 
and mitigation.

First broadcast premiere - Oct. ‘08: 

Montana: Trout & Drought 

Second broadcast premiere - Jan. ’09

Iowa: Corn & Climate

Third broadcast in progress 

Georgia: Coal & Carbon



States of Change
Montana: Trout & Drought / Iowa: Corn & Climate



Television Progress Report

 Local Affiliates

Hot Spots: a new standard for 
interstitial content

Have begun producing 90-second 
biweekly climate reports for 
syndication to local news affiliates

In discussion with other networks 
regarding additional collaborative 
efforts



Climate Central Hot Spots
Why do we only get 1% of our electricity from the wind?



Print
 Climate Central News Service

Print: 

Scientific American: 

Beyond the Tipping Point (Sept. ‘08)
Top 10 Myths About Sustainability (Jan. ‘09)

Princeton Alumni (Sept. ‘08)
Environment 360 (Feb. ‘09)

Web:

Local TV News websites
Newsweek
Others



Climate 
Central 
Curriculum

- annotated scripts
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Climate 
Central 
Curriculum
- annotated scripts

- graphics

- interactive tools

- FAQ’s

- animated web 
features



Climate Bites
What is carbon debt?



 www.climatecentral.org


